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Undersecretary of Education and Training Visits DTU 

 

On November 16
th

, 2008, Professor Banh Tien Long, the Undersecretary of Education and Training and his 

associates paid a working session to the Nguyen Van Linh campus of Duy Tan University. Attendees included 

representatives from the Ministry of Planning and Finance and the Ministry of Science and Technology. From DTU, 

the Deans of Faculties and Board of Provosts all participated. 

  

After visiting the facilities, including classrooms, the library and so on, the government task force under the 

leadership Professor Long held a working session with the DTU faculty. 

  

 

  

At the meeting, Dr. Vo Thanh Hai made a brief report on the founding and development of DTU and its strategy to 

the year 2020. Afterwards, Dr. Le Duc Toan, Vice Provost of DTU, presented the Master of Business 

Administration program. 

The delegation raised a lot of questions related to the Masters in Business Administration program. They asked what 

was involved in teaching MBAs in order to maintain high standards and to steadily enhance the quality of the 

program. 

At the end of the meeting, Prof. Banh Tien Long praised the significant efforts of DTU in the development of 

educational systems, especially the great contributions of Duy Tan over the past 14 years in providing qualified 

graduates  to the Central Highlands region and to the nation in general. In the educational development sector, the 

Undersecretary particularly welcomed DTU’s endeavour in expanding the practical aspects of educational 

cooperation for society. To help DTU grow stronger in the future, the Undersecretary commented on the need to 
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increase the numbers of faculty required, their quality, and to enhance scientific research and international 

cooperation. 

 

(Media Center)  

 


